Lead With Personal Power - Go From Struggle and Overwhelm to Success and Ease with Personal Power Expert

Lori DiGuardi, M.S., ACC

Keynotes * Workshops * Coaching
Webinars * Retreats

For Women In Leadership, Women on Leadership Track, and Female Service Industry Professionals.

LEAD WITH PERSONAL POWER: SUCCESS FROM THE INSIDE OUT

- From Fed Up to Fulfilled
- Something More: Awareness. Connection. Clarity
- 7 Steps to your Mountain of Greatness

I KNOW HARVEY WEINSTEIN: NOT THE MAN BUT THE EXPERIENCE #metoo #youtoo #nowwhat

- Transform Anger into a Powerful Healing Force
- Move from Victim to Victor
- Develop Awareness for Something More

SUPERPOWER CONNECTION: CONNECT, RELATE, LEAD

- Learn to say “No” so you can say “Yes”: What to NO in Order to Lead With Personal Power
- Superpower Connection: Connect. Relate. Lead

“Lori … provides powerful keynote speeches that inspire people to new levels of awareness in order to harness their power and succeed at the next level. If you're looking for an uplifting keynote speaker, give Lori a call.”

Doug Stevenson CSP Corporate Storytelling Coach
If you put Lori on your stage and in front of your group, you will not be disappointed! Lori’s … the right person to teach others how to lead with personal power.

Marquesa Pettway, CSP, DTM

“Insiprational thought leader; effective motivator; considerable speaking skills to move an audience to action.”

Pat Rocchi, MBS, DTM

“Lori’s authenticity, passion for her work, knowledge base, and ability to connect with her audience are shining characteristics that lend to her energy as a speaker.”

Stephanie E. Fortunato, Asst Dir of Alumni Relations, Neumann Univ.

“Lori’s ability to communicate supported our school leadership to maintain healthy relationships that build community and academic success.”

Marth Mukasa, Head of Brain Tree Nursery & Primary School, Kyanja, Uganda

“We are the prosecution office for the county. The knowledge you shared will help our employees cope with, and understand, the stress, anger and frustration they encounter in their daily workload.”

Barbara LaWall, Pima County Attorney

Lori DiGuardi has been a speaker and empowerment leader for 25 years. Her diverse audiences have included business professionals, elected officials, educators, students, dignitaries and royalty.

Lori’s radical life-changing work is based on her international corporate and nonprofit leadership, and the journey of going from being a powerless child and young woman caught in a cycle of poverty and abuse to becoming an international empowerment leader, speaker and entrepreneur.

In her Lead With Personal Power Signature System, Lori’s hones in on relationship and leadership – first with the self and then everyone else. When women learn to connect with their inner truth and experience success from the inside out both their professional and personal lives benefit.

MS in Organizational and Strategic Leadership
TEDx Speaker
ACC, International Coach Federation
Black Belt, Tang Soo Do Karate
Service Above Self, Rotary International
Author of Anger 101: The Healthy Approach to Being a Bitch

Anger 101 highlights the keys to living a heroic, honorable, and powerful life as you turn silence into self-expression, suppression into strength, discomfort into power.

“A must read not only for girls and women but also for all!”

Dubravka Vejnovic, PhD Expert in Horizon 2020 at European Commission